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A. Session Encryption.
All CyberTools for Libraries sessions are encrypted.  If you are cataloging a book or 
editing a patron record, the data passed between your workstation and the CyberTools 
server are encrypted.  This native CyberTools encryption is very good, but it is not 
HIPAA / FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption (hereinafter FIPS encryption).
 
A health sciences library or consumer health library where a patron is directed by his/her 
clinician to borrow specific resources relevant to the patron's care as a patient, and the 
clinician and the library have a corporate relationship, then the library should consider 
using FIPS encryption. If the patron is borrowing resources independently (as though the 
patron would do a public library), then FIPS encryption is probably not necessary.

If you do not need FIPS encryption then you can stop reading this section now.

Since we offer a good, fast encryption, we do not encourage library staffers to use FIPS 
encryption unless the user is required by law to do so (e.g., HIPAA or various VA 
directives).  Our FIPS encryption requires tunneling. Tunneling can be slow if your 
organization's Internet access is less than perfect.  You never need FIPS encryption non-
circulating functions!  For non-circulating functions, don't use FIPS encryption.
 
Your library's CyberTools for Libraries homepage offers the following functions (as of 
2011.4.14):

1. Search the Catalog 
2. Search the Catalog for the Visually Impaired 
3. Staff Functions 
4. Staff Functions via old Firewall Backdoor 
5. Staff Functions via new Firewall Backdoor 
6. Staff Functions via Tunnel 
7. Staff Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel 
8. Circulation Functions 
9. Circulation Functions via old Firewall Backdoor 
10. Circulation Functions via new Firewall Backdoor 
11. Circulation Functions via Tunnel 
12. Circulation Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel

Functions 7 and 12 employee FIPS encryption.  When either is selected, as of 2011.2.27
the user will first see:



Select [Yes].  The nonsecure components are the CyberJ applet (our Internet program) 
and the documentation that appears above the CyberJ applet in the subsequent browser.

The browser will then offer:

And immediately afterwards offer:

It is important to answer the "Warning - Security" first with [No] because the window is 
on a short timer.  If you don't answer it immediately then it will disappear.  If it 
disappears then close all browsers and start over.
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After answering "Warning - Security" first with [No] then go back to the "Windows 
Internet Explorer" pop-up and select [Yes].  Your secure session should be running now:

Notice the "https:" proclamation in the browser's title. That tells you the FIPS encryption 
is working between our servers and your workstation.

B. Report Encryption.
All CyberTools reports sent to a printer or a workstation's file are encrypted per the 
native CyberTools encryption documented in section A.  If the report was intercepted on 
the Internet, it would be very difficult to decode.

All CyberTools reports sent to the user's browser use http.  This is standard operating 
procedure on the Internet.  http is implicitly text, non-encrypted, unsecured data traveling 
over the Internet between the server and the browser.  Any person with know-how and 
access can read these data, e.g., a network analyst working for your Internet provider. 
For most libraries, this should not be a problem since bibliographic data are public, and 
patron borrowing is implicitly a public act in most libraries.

If the library requires FIPS encryption (discussed in the above section A),  or if the 
library does not want to use http transmissions for reports between the server and the 
user's browser, then the library should enable encryption via Staff Functions->Properties-
>Library Name, Address, Phone, etc.->Reports to a browser should use https.

C. Backup Encryption.
Any data and/or backups copied from our primary and/or shadow servers to our tertiary 
servers always use FIPS encryption. 
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